
ELECTRO2 : SPORT HYDRATION TABS BY XACT NUTRITION 
We are so stoked to introduce you to electro2 sport hydration tabs, our entry product to help you hydrate and better fuel 

your goals.  electro2 effervescent tablets are subtle in taste, barely fizzy and quench your thirst.  

We talked with athletes, sports scientists and sport nutrition professionals across Canada and beyond as part of our 

product development process and we are very excited with 1) our findings 2) the initial testing in which many of the xact 

nutrition ambassador community played a major role in fine-tuning electro2 and 3) the final product.  

Our formulation ensures optimal  hydration, replenishes electrolytes and contains micronutrients essential to athletic 

performance.  Consuming exactly the right quantities of sodium, potassium, magnesium, iron and vitamin C, you ensure 

optimal hydration by maximizing water absorption, as well as replenishing electrolytes lost during effort. Our electro2  

tabs are designed to be mild in taste, not fizzy, with a mouth-feel akin to water.  

WHY A TABLET?  
Exactly the right quantity of electrolytes for your hydration needs…  No scoop means no waste, no mess, simpler dosing 

and it’s highly portable. And of course from an environmental point of view, we felt strongly that shipping water around 

the planet (as you would ini a ready-to-drink product) is something we can do without. So simply add electro2 to your 

perfectly good local water.  

FLAVOURS 
• Slightly Lemon / soupçcon citron in French: A hint of lemon to subtly flavour your water and give you all the 

electrolytes you need to hydrate optimally. 

• Naked / simplement nu: No added flavour, just the electrolytes and vitamins you need to get the most out of your 

activity. 

• Citrus Bang / agrume boom: Naturally Caffeinated with guarana extract. Lemon & lime flavour.  

THE GOOD STUFF  
Dissolve 1 tab in a 500 ml (standard water bottle) water. Wait 2 minutes before enjoying. 

Ingredients: Glucose syrup, salt, potassium citrate, magnesium oxide, ferric sodium EDTA, 

citric acid, sodium bicarbonate, polyethylene glycol, stevia leaf extract, natural lemon flavour, 

vitamin C. 
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Each tablet provides 520 mg of class-leading sodium, the essential electrolyte to ensure optimal hydration by increasing 

retention of water in the body’s cells. We chose to include beneficial micro-nutrients : iron, magnesium and Vitamin C (to 

help absorption of iron).  

electro2 complements FRUIT2, FRUIT3 and PROKRUNCH offering quality portable hydration for active people whilst 

staying true to xact nutrition values: great taste and exactly the right nutrients based on sport exercise science for your  

sporting and outdoor pleasure.  
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electro2 and other electrolyte tabs comparison

electro2 another 
brand (a)

another 
brand (b)

electro3 another brand’s 
caffeinated version

ENERGY (cal) 15 15 10 15 15

SUGAR (g) 1 1 1 1 1

nutrients (mg)

SODIUM 520 300 320 520 300

POTASSIUM 100 150 55 100 150

MAGNESIUM 25 25 x 25 25

CALCIUM 0 13 x 0 13

IRON 6 x x 6 x

VITAMIN C 23 x x 23 x

CAFFEINE 0 50 40

x = not a significant source 
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